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From  
Principal’s  Desk ...

Dear Parents / Students,

The celebration of the founders Day of DPS Panvel completing its 
6 years Journey, only made it more evident that our fledgling 
institution is in good health, thanks to the paternal care given to it 
by the school management, staff and the support and trust of our 
dear parents and children.

Even our youngest students have the maturity and compassion to 
understand their roles in the society. This is testament to the 
values of the Junior School, where foundations are laid for much 
of the success of our graduating classes.  

I may perhaps recall that the only previous occasion on which all 
of you and I have appeared together on one platform was 
Foundation Day. We embraced our past on Founder's Day while 
celebrating the present and looking forward to the future.

Children grow in the image of those whom they love and 
therefore, we nurture them knowing fully well that education is 
only drawing out what is already in the student, while we try to 
provide a suitable environment for children to grow.

With the Pandemic still on CBSE has taken steps to improvise the 
assessment and evaluation system. There has been a constant 
effort to ensure there is more transparency and ease for our 
students, through orientations and presentations that our 
teachers have been conducting parallel to class room 
instructions. As of now, the CBSE has planned to hold the Term I 
exams in November-December 2021, and Term II exams in 
March-April 2022. We have implemented Competency-based 
education which is based on the principle that all children can 
learn at high levels. Our educators in competency-based 
education environments helps students grow and deepen their 
learning from where they are and ensure every student succeeds, 

not just some. 

DPS Panvel believes that strengthening the mind to promoting 
better time management skills, extracurricular activities can help 
students succeed in much more than just their academic 
endeavors, but also assist in exploring interests and develop 
professional skills in them. Nursery to Grade 6 students have been 
enjoying storytelling through Freedom app. KG 2 to Grade 2 have 
been having  Speech and Drama sessions to develop their 
communication skills. Moving at par with technological 
developments, for Grades 3 to 6, we have introduced Makebot 
Courses-learning software based coding, gamified learning, an 
opportunity to explore, create their ideas with the help of 
technology. Arduino UNO-Courses for Grades 7 & 8, which is a 
programmable IC and it, is an open source electronic platform or 
motherboard which will help students to create their own small 
working models. A new course on Food Designing has been 
introduced for 9th & 11th graders.  Further, for students of Grades 
11th & 12th our collaboration with CIALFO has opened up a varied 
range of courses, workshops and internships to groom them and 
also assist in choosing and applying in various foreign universities 
of their choice.

In the current context of lock down and restriction children have 
constrained access to socialization, play, and even physical 
contact, critical for their psychosocial wellbeing and development 
and hence our initiative of *GUPSHUP* where children get to just 
speak out their heart and enjoy the companionship of their mates 
away from academic rules is just the way to absorb their anxiety and 
pain of limitation of interactions with their peers.

My request to the parents is to ensure that they too provide a 
congenial atmosphere at home for their ward study, progress and 
imbibe the strength to face the challenges that may unfold in life. 
And with that thought, I thank you, dear parents, for all for your 
amazing support and for trusting us to care for your children. You 
can be confident that our simple goal is much the same as yours. 
We want the very best for your children, and to us success means 
absolutely nothing if it doesn't come hand in hand with appreciation 
of loved ones.

- Mrs. Anita Dua 

Principal 

DPS Panvel.
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FOUNDERS DAY SPECIAL EDITION 



The first episode of Dil Ki Baat was named Prodyo-geek-
e-bid and revolved around students and the theme of 
'the generation of technology'. The students and 
teachers shared and discussed various challenges and 
incidents they faced while working or studying online. 
They also showed off their internet surfing skills in a 
quiz.

PRODYO-GEEK-E-BID WOH DIN

Dil Ki Baat
Season 2

The second episode of Dil Ki Baat was called Woh Din 
and was based on the times when the parents were in 
there teenage years. They shared their talent and also 
talked about how their experience was of the various 
steps of life as a student. A hilarious segment was when 
the parents shared the innocent naughtiness they 
showed as kids

The third episode of Dil Ki Baat was called Golden Era 

and was based on the life experiences and the times 

when the grandparents of the students were young. 

They shared many stories on topics that connect theirs 

and the modern times and also gave important life 

advice. They also shared the new experiences they have 

had during the lockdown

GOLDEN ERA GHAR SE DOOR,
DOOSRA GHAR : SCHOOL

The fourth episode of Dil Ki Baat was called 'Ghar se 
door, doosra ghar: School' and focused on the bond that 
the students and teachers share. The teachers received 
heartwarming surprises when they read some secret 
letters that the students had penned for them. The 
process of adapting to the new way of teaching was also 
discussed by the teachers. The importance of the 
school as a tight knit community was also celebrated.

Teachers are special and here is a glimpse of some of those appreciation that was shared by 

our students to showcase their love.
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The team who brainstormed to make Dil Ki 

Baat 2 a great success- Grade 11 , Batch of 

2021-22 .

https://youtu.be/wJaJ7k8uRVk
https://youtu.be/Dv0-Ad6Htrg
https://youtu.be/V1QZUhgbUdE
https://youtu.be/BnUAPfc1iFk
https://youtu.be/auOwdpXvGFE
https://youtu.be/DA9pLX2uP2c
https://youtu.be/_LixfKbBJwU


FOUNDATION DAY

The fifth episode of Dil Ki Baat was based on the celebration of 

the 6th Founder's Day of DPS Panvel. The founder members of 

the school: teachers, management, mentors and students had 

a fun and emotional chat reminiscing the infant years of the 

school. Old memories were shared and the unity of the school 

was projected.    

FOUNDER’S DAY
CELEBRATION - DPS PANVEL

14TH JUNE 2021

6
TH

Congratulations

THE TEAM OF DPS PANVEL AT INCEPTION -YEAR 2014
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https://youtu.be/ESSxrx1YoEQ


Aryan Shrivastava
Class X - Batch 2019-20

CBSE OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCENTSE TOPPER

Aditya Gupta
Class X B - Batch 2020-21

Anuj Patel
Class X B - Batch 2020-21

Congratulations to NTSE toppers of DPS Panvel.
Wish you good luck for the Final Round.

RAMANUJAN MATHS SCHOLARSHIP

Congratulations to the students of DPS Panvel for winning
the  Ramanujan Maths Scholarship Awards 2021. 

Jaikrishna Nambiar 

Thanmaya Manoj 

Saanvi Kothari 

Drushti Munde

Ishwari Hanchate

Ishita Kulshreshtha

Aleema Jauhar

Ahaana Saha

CATEGORY - 250 RUNNERS UP

Class 6 A

Class 6 B

Class 7 A

Class 6 B

CATEGORY - 350 RUNNERS UP

Class 7 A

CATEGORY - 500 RUNNERS UP

Class 7 A

Class 6 B

Class 6 C 

HALOCRYPT 2.0 COMPETITION

It gives us immense pleasure to share with you that

in the Halocrypt 2.0 competition held by DPS Indore from

29th May to 2nd June 2021, we have 10 students in total

from our school who have won rewards in the form of

Replit pro account and E-certificate in the top 300 category

from 2500 eligible participants from all over the world.

Zainab Hafizji

Pranav Negi

Tanishq Sureka

Saisha Dalal

Anvikaa Patil

Samannaway Ghosh

Ridhi Sharma

Shweta Singh

Vatsal Chaturvedi

Archit Patil

WINNERS

Grade 11B

Grade 11 B

Grade 11A

Grade 12A

Grade 6B

Grade 7 C

Grade 9B

Grade 12A

Grade 6B

Grade 11 B
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Vishika Tripathi
Class X A - Batch 2021-22

PEN VIBES-3 LITERARY FEST

DPS BOPAL,AHMEDABAD had conducted PEN VIBES-3 its literary Fest. Our students had 
taken active participation in all categories . Students had to submit a self created poetry to be 
selected for the final round . Two of our students were selected for the finals . In the final rounds 
students had to recite their self creations before a panel of judges . 

Miss. Vishika Tripathi,Grade X, has grabbed the 3rd position in the " Pen vibes 3 " self 
composed   Poetry recitation competition,conducted by DPS Bopal, Ahmedabad  !   

Anvikaa Patil,Grade VI who got selected for the final round gave a very confident performance, 
however must say the competition was a tough one .                   

Congratulations to DPS Panvel !

Picture a girl at the top of the world

With nowhere higher to go

Lunging bare necessities on her back

Conquering Kilimanjaro

She trains all day and dreams all night

Spares no moment to rest

And only sets down her weight and inhibitions

Once she summits the Everest

Now picture a girl lying helpless

An attempt to rob her of a gold chain

Some sullen monster robbed her of a limb

For she gets run over by a train

No one to spare a sliver of mercy

Her body trembling from pain

But the girl on the top of the world and on the tracks

And in fact the same

She could play the victim and survive on sympathy

At least that's what she's ought to

No one could or should blame her

But she chose not to

She said "I wish to kiss the sky

And taste those clouds with my fingertips

I want to map the world out with my hands

And stain the heaven with my lips"

She vowed to do the impossible

And the impossible she has done

It is a beautiful beginning

And she has only begun

She vowed to kiss the heaven 

And it's the heaven she did kiss

If there is something I want you to take away

from this story

Then let it be this

With or without a limb, if you trust yourself

You can reach the highest altitude

And the only disability

Is a bad attitude

Success sees no creed or kind

Ability or disability

So it's about time stop blaming circumstances

And take responsibility 

There is but a single thing

Standing between you and your success

And quiet unfortunately

It is you

And it is as ironic and fortunate

As much it is true

The only person that can get you

There are you

Kiss the Heaven
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UUSSPPGGUU HH PP

Gupshap is a platform where students and teacher communicate with each other. Here the 

number of students are less so that everyone feel connected and share their thoughts. Students 

talk about their likes and dislikes. They also talk about their hobbies and interest.

COURSES

M A K E B O T

A R D U I N O

Gamified software based coding course to learn to  Explore
and create ideas with the help of technology - Classes 3 to 6

Basic software learning course through electronics and use
of Arduino as interface to publish content online and create
own working models - Classes 7 & 8
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ACTIVITIES

GERMINATION

BLUE DAY ACTIVITY KG-2B
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ACTIVITIES

TOOTHBRUSH PAINTING TOOTHPASTE CAP PAINTING

ROLE PLAY AND FINGER PUPPET MAKING

920 901 0099www.dpspanvel.com

www.facebook.com/PanvelDPS

email : info@dpspanvel.com

www.instagram.com/panveldps twitter.com/panveldps

ART INTEGRATION - CLASS 10 C

PRAJAL PAWAR

HAFSA KOUNCHALI ASTHANJALI KHANDWALAASTHA MEHTA - 11 A

ASTHANJALI KHANDWAL - 10 C


